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 Socks are the glue that binds an clothing together, the telling details that shows that a man
understands what it really is to end up being stylish. However they are also a minefield of
potential style disasters and style pitfalls.Socks. They are a serious business. What design of
socks should you put on with a brogue?Are patterned socks permissible with sneakers?How high
in the event you roll-up your trouser leg?*No.*But fear no more - Socks: The Rule Book will solve
your hosiery dilemmas. Laying out the ten fundamental guidelines of sock putting on with
fashion-conscious information and a knowing feeling of humour, this publication answers
hitherto unanswered queries and establishes clear recommendations for every facet of the sock
world.Are socks and sandals ever acceptable?
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 I love it. Nice gift for someone who likes statement socks. Interesting and informative Fantastic
book. After reading, passed it on to my boy. I wish I could have bought the socks form the front
of the publication... He wears goofy socks to work even when he has on a suit and tie. Hope he
joins the sock cllub.. .. Socks It was a gift and recipient seemed pleased! Xmas gift for a friend I'm
sure he'll love it, im also giving him crazy socks That is a Xmas gift for a friend I'm sure he'll love
it , im also giving him crazy socks Five Stars Thanks :-) Fun History Seems like a great book. I read
a review of it in the LA Instances and bought it for my boy for Father's Day time this year.
Alongside some (what else?Great book for the sock enthusiast.. Five Stars Loved the book. This is
a gift for my boy.) Socks.
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